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When your need is real, speak The Greater Words of Power, and you will bring magick to life. The
ritual process is deceptively simple, and yet the rewards can be great. This magick uses secret
combinations of sacred words that connect you to divine power, through the magick of angels and
archangels. The Greater Words of Power uses the same method that was presented in Damon
Brandâ€™s acclaimed Words of Power, but this is a standalone book, revealing thirty-one
completely new powers. The magick in this book can help you to obtain mental focus, overcome
procrastination, pass exams, increase energy, sleep peacefully, overcome habits and increase the
willpower to eat well. There is magick of influence that can stop arguments quickly, ensure fair legal
decisions, subdue unwanted attention, make people warmer to you, and encourage those who are
stuck in their ways to change.With the rituals of emotion you will be able to encourage new
friendship, attract a romantic partner, end a relationship easily, banish fear and worry, improve your
mood and the mood of those around you, or recover lost love. There is magick to enhance
creativity, and to make your creative work well-liked, as well as improving artistic skills and musical
ability.One of the most powerful rituals is The Road Opener, which can help you discover new
pathways and new directions in life. Other rituals of transformation help you recover your passion,
overcome lost love, increase your psychic connection to another, overcome bitterness, jealousy and
hatred, and receive angelic guidance.You donâ€™t need to fast, pray, cleanse, cast a circle, use a
wand or burn incense. This magick is directed by your heart, so you need nothing other than this
book and your own desire for change.
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I have recently been going through though times in my love life. I found out that i have been cheated
on numerous times and have been suffering anxiety attacks that have made me not able to sleep or
eat well. The chapter for peaceful sleep was used and i Slept peacefully without the constant fear of
being cheated on again. Thanks Damon Brand and the gallery of Magick. I really and sincerly
appeciate you and your work.

This is a very good book. I have already used some of the rituals here and they really work. This
book is for personal development and inner work without the tedious labor. We will have a better
world if more people use the magic rituals here. I highly recommend this. Thank you Damon.

It's not like the other book and that's a plus! This just like Words of Power are powerful bookds to
have and give as a gift to others. I will be buying the book for each of my children. I have the Kindle
Edition but Im thinking this shouldn't be kept in the air but in physical form as well as the first words
of power book. Thanks Damon Brand and crew for all your hard work.

I previously had success on a few occasion with Words of Power, so I was very excited when the
Greater Words of Power was released. While this my not seem exciting for others, I was praying
Damon would include something for sleep. I have struggled with sleep for over 15 years and often
feel like crying because of the lack of sleep. Well I am happy to report, I tried the spell for sleep and
slept through the night.Thank you Damon.

There are not many that I will use, at this time, from the book, as I have The Words Of Power.
However, the Road Opener and receiving Angelic Guidance are new ones I am excited about!! The
Master Ritual, I noticed, had a different way of saying one of the angel's names, so another reason
to get this.Adding to my review..there is a lot in this book, that I failed to see, at first. Just in the short
time I have been using this had 2 things happen. The situations I have waited years for change and
it's only since using the instructions from Damon Brand and Zanna Blaise that things are happening.

I honestly have no connection to either of them, just VERY pleasantly pleased and excited! Have
also been seeing lots of numbers in succession, an increased and staggering amount, so that is
showing me angels are responding.

Damon, I am so glad finally the book is available. I am so glad that this book has rituals to help the
ares that your first "Words of Power" misses. And these are the areas I have been waiting to
improve. Thank you! I bought all your books. You are my hero. Your rituals worked like magic for
me. And this book will be used for group rituals you offer next month. I am so looking forward to the
group rituals. Thank you so much!!!!

I was very excited to hear that a new 'Words Of Power' book was coming out.I discovered that
magic works when I tried trhe first book about a year ago and I use it on a regular basis because it
is so easy and incredibly effective.I expect nothing less from the new book.If you have ever
wondered if magic works get this book,follow the insructions and find out for yourself.Really exciting.

Great results from all rituals. Didn't expect anything less since the original words of power, which is
still working for me even after nearly a year had had such a great effect on my life. The spell to
increase my confidence is my favorite and has helped to outright eliminate my fear of what others
think of me.
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